80 METHODS OF TEACHING AND LEARNING

Activities to inspire group action for change

**DELIVER CONTENT**

1. Quote
2. Definition
3. Prompt
4. Reading
   - Story
   - Case Study
   - News
   - Analysis
5. Parable
6. Video Clip
7. Movie
8. Comic or Cartoon
9. Statistic
10. Graph
    - Sound Graph
    - Human Graph
11. Map
12. Drawing
13. Sculpture
14. Painting / Mural
15. Photograph
16. Art Installation
17. Game
   - Instructions
18. A Song or Poem
19. Skit, Play, or Sociodrama
20. Script
21. Timeline
22. Speech or Sermon
23. Guided Meditation
25. Mini-Lecture with visuals
   - Drawings
   - 3D Visual Aid
   - Powerpoint
   - Prezi
26. Discuss in Pairs
27. Discuss in Whole Group
    - Popcorn Responses
    - Pass a Ball or Object
    - Circle (with or without a talking piece)
28. Discuss in Small Groups
   - Identity-Based Caucus
29. Divide into Groups Using Physical Icebreaker
30. Rotate Groups or Pairs
31. Pose Questions to Facilitator
32. Pose Questions to Other Participants
   - Single-Person
   - Sub-Group
33. Interview
34. Debate
35. Fishbowl
36. Write Responses, Another Participant Reads Them
37. Word Association
38. Write Responses to Prompts Around the Room
39. Respond to a Verbal Problem or Riddle
40. Free Write
41. Write
   - A letter
   - A poem
   - A song
   - A skit
42. Take a Quiz
43. Add to Existing Content
44. Alter Existing Content
45. Fill Out a Worksheet
   - Individually
   - As a group
46. Recite Prayer or Blessing
47. Visualize
48. Meditate
49. Breath
50. Step Forward, Step Back
51. Call and Response
52. Gallery Walk
53. Place Yourself on Spectrum
54. Take a Survey
55. Complete a Puzzle
56. Play a Game
57. Play a Board Game
58. Scavenger Hunt
59. Draw
60. Sculpt
61. Construct
62. Design
63. Cook
64. Arrange Objects
65. Sing-Along
66. Arrange Yourselves Based on ________
67. Form a Human Graph
68. Listen to a Sound Graph
69. Perform a Skit
70. Dance
71. Stretch
72. Role Play
   - Forum Theater
   - Simulation
   - Debate
   - Role Play Some are Unaware is Happening
73. Create a Tableau
   - With Movement
   - With Sound
74. Play a Physical Game
75. Participate in a Game Show
76. Create and Edit a List
   - Individually
   - As a Group
77. Give Feedback
78. Plan an Event or Action
79. Create an Activity
80. Create Content, Use It
   - With the Public

**ENGAGE CONTENT**

22. Story
23. Case Study
24. News
25. Analysis
26. Mini-Lecture with visuals
27. Sound Graph
28. Human Graph
29. Art
30. Drawing
31. Sculpture
32. Painting / Mural
33. Photograph
34. Art Installation
35. Game
36. Instructions
37. A Song or Poem
38. Skit, Play, or Sociodrama
39. Script
40. Timeline
41. Speech or Sermon
42. Guided Meditation
43. Mini-Lecture with visuals
44. Drawings
45. 3D Visual Aid
46. Powerpoint
47. Prezi
48. Discuss in Pairs
49. Discuss in Whole Group
50. Popcorn Responses
51. Pass a Ball or Object
52. Circle (with or without a talking piece)
53. Discuss in Small Groups
54. Identity-Based Caucus
55. Divide into Groups Using Physical Icebreaker
56. Rotate Groups or Pairs
57. Pose Questions to Facilitator
58. Pose Questions to Other Participants
59. Single-Person
60. Sub-Group
61. Interview
62. Debate
63. Fishbowl
64. Write Responses, Another Participant Reads Them
65. Word Association
66. Write Responses to Prompts Around the Room
67. Respond to a Verbal Problem or Riddle
68. Statistic
69. Graph
70. Sound Graph
71. Human Graph
72. Map
73. Drawing
74. Sculpture
75. Painting / Mural
76. Photograph
77. Art Installation
78. Game
79. Instructions
80. A Song or Poem
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